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MERNRO
His Method Differs From Those
of Old Prospectors.
DRILL USED IN THE WORK
Great. Cost Sometimes incurred in
Projects Preliminary to Opening

Mine-Chemical Laboratory Carby Pack Animals-Maps
Drawn on the Spot.
The yield from the gold mines has
ried

Increased 60 per cent in less than a
decade. In seeking the reasons for
this truly. demarkable development
one is especially prominent-the great
advance which has been made in the
methods followed by the modern gold
seeker. The prospectors, says the Scientific American, have taken advantage of progress in geology, chemistry
and other sciences and have provided themselves with mechanical aids
which are far superior to the crude
implements employed by the metal
hunters of the past.
In the examination of rock for metal
bearing ore, the arrastra of the Mexicans and Spaniards has been u.sed
extensively, especially in California
and Oregon. This contrivance consists of a vertical shaft or axis, which
supports several wooden bars fastened
at right angles to it. To the ends of
the bars are attached heavy flat
stones, which, by the movement of the
axis, revolve in a circular pit, a stream
of water is turned upon them and the
arrastra placed in motion by animal
or water power. The ore is resolved
into a slimy sediment by being ground
in the water. and passes off through
the sluiceway, which is provided with
riffies for catching the gold.
The modem methods for searching

for desposits of precious metal are so
radically different from those described that it may be said a revolution
has taken place in prospecting in the
United States. In the Rocky Mountin
region the formation has been pierced
as far as 2,000 feet in the effort to ascertain the existence of a vein.
Among the mechanical appliances
which have been of great assistance
to the modern prospector is the drilL
With it he can make borings in a
week where, if a shaft were sunk, a
year would be needed. If the formation is to be examined by a shaft,
however, the cost of sinking it is reduced to a minimum by means of explosive cartridges, which are now
manufactured especially for such service.

EARLY .LE

C;

First Really Built 75 Years Ago-Inventor Died W;thct Pzward.
It is generally supposed that the
electric locomotive is of recent invenLion. Comparatively young men can
remember the first electric cars which
were operated for public use, and it
will surprise many to learn that the
invention which has led up to the
splendid developments of today is
three-quarters 01 a century cld.
There lived in Brandon, Vt., in thu
year 18-k, a blacksmith of the name
of Thomas Davenport. He was not
only a good smith, but a man of advanced thought, and possessed of a remarkable genius for experimenting on

In 1861 an Italian named Pacinztti,
invented the dynamo-the machine
which, connected to a steam engine
or cther power producer, generates
an electric current without the use of
batteries, the machine which has
made possible electric lighting, elec-

produced a machine more powerful
and more magical than he himself suscould
pected it. It was known that itand
its

be installed in an engine room
current used for electric lighting; but
the fact that its current could be carried over wires and used to operate

was not known or
portion of the equipment that a ears miles awaynearly
twenty years.
fairly correct fteld analysis can be acted upon formen
during this period
made of the specimens secured by the The minds of
of
use of the drill or by the other pros- were engrossed in the perfection
o the dynamo and the problems of are
pecting tools. If the outcropping
a quartz vein is discovered, enough and incandescent lighting and the
Is broken off to allow its character railway motor was utterly neglected.
In 1879 Messrs. Siemens andi Halske
to be studied both from a geological

this

and a chemical standpoint.
-After examining it in connection
with the formation in the vicinity, the
geologist is often able to indicate
where the, surface can be bored with
the possibility of reaching the ore
bea3ring stratum at once.
The value of the ore from, the outcropping and that from the interior
can be approximately determined by
the chemist. To crush the ore is a
slight undertaking, and with the lead
which he has brought along the material can be readily fused in a portable furnace- In fact, he has the essntials for making a "dry assay" on
a limited scale, for cupels are now
made of such light weight that they
can readily be carried on muleback.
In the outfit of the modern prospector quicksilver has become practically indispensible. Its affinity for
gold makes it a rmost valuable agent.
Where 'the existence of placer gold
is imagined, the introduction of mercury into the test washer soon solves
the problem and avoids the use of riffles and other crude appliances which
were formerly dependent upon almosi
entirely. After crushing the specimens of test ore, the quicksilver can
also be used to ascertain the quantity
of free gold among the particles. As
the mercury can be eliminated by
heating the composition to a sufficiently high temperature, it is now utilized
in large quantities by the modern

prospector.
Taking the Ingot of lead and of precous metal he can easily oxidize the
lead by placing it in his cupel and
heating the latter to the required temperature in an oven constructed of ma
terial which he can obtain in the vicinity. With his nitric acid he separates the silver which may remain,,
leaving the gold only to be tested for
Its value. The proportion of the gold
to a given quantity of ore can be determined by his scales, but by using
his touchstone or black basalt he can
detect the quality of the gold by the
color which this substance makes
when drawn over the surface of the

metal.
Herd of Buffalo In Oklahoma.
Ranch 101 In the Ponca reservation
has purchased from a halfbreed Indian at Missoula, Mon., a herd of

twenty fullblood buffaloes and will
maintain them for breeding purposes.
Probably the largest fullbiood butfalo in the United States is now on
the ranch. It was purchased from
"Pawnee Bill," and when In good flesh
last summer weighed 2,200 pounds.-Kansas City Zovrnal.
Dismissed.

The secretary of the navy bas ordered the dismissal of Midshipman

Joseph Ralph Williams, of Patterson,
N. J, a member of the first class, for
unsatsfactorness in studies and conduct. It is seldom that a midshipman of the first class Is dismissed for
anything but specific misconduct.
Williams testified before the court
martial which Is trying Midshipman
Minor Meriwether, Jr., and told cf
an incident where Commander Hugo
Osterhaus reported a midshipma~n fcr
not resenting an insult, another midshipman having called him a "cheerful liar," which was afterwards explained to have been a joke.
A T a recent political meeting in
ew York a candidate yelled; "What
Is
the one thing that we of this comat
munity are suffbring most fromand
thistime?' There was a silene
tena man with a big deep voice said
'bed bugs "
Gov- Heyward has decided to keep
theState cnstables in all the countiesthat has voted out the dispensauntil the legislature meet, and
ry
henlet that body deide the ques-

in France Averted by Bombardirg Them.
An jntcresting report comes from
France in regard to the use of cannon

Damage

defence against hail in the agri.
culturAl districts. There are actually

as a

operation tuenty-eight canfiring societies, and they put into
last year 42 cannon-with what
is claimed a very marited success in
dispersing or diminishing the force-e
of the storm. And, indeed. the stat-

in active
non
use

istics bear cut the claim of the caneffee~veness. Durirg the fifteen
years before the cannon were brought
into use, the Government reimabursed
tb poor grape growers in sLxteen
communes $2,572.01G for damag: suffered through hail, and an additional
conhe
various lines; and in this year
half million dollars of damage is ctnstructed a model electric motor car ccded to have been done. Opposed to
which ran upon a few feet of circu- this is the report that during th- fve
lar track and was actuated by a g-1- years in which the cannon have been
vanic battery.
in use the losses from hail have agThis was the first electric locomo- gregated only $159,412.
SlevenAt
time
built.
that
tive ever
The facts are all set forth in a reson's first steam locomotive had been port issued by the president of two
in opei-ation only about ten years. agricultural societies and a "hail canThis model was exhibited at Spring- non" society, the report being based
field, Mass., and later at Boston, and on the statements received after e1.ch
its priority is unquestionca.
storm from the president of the a-;iThere was a vast diference in the cu!tural society of the district. In retractwo
these
which
conditions under
gard to the conclusions, the writer
tors-one of steam and the other of of the repcrt says: "We base our
electric-were born, a digerence confidence in the efficacy of the firing
which delayed the development of the on the fact that the thunder and lightelectric locomotive for half a century ning ceased. the wind abated and Lbe
and gave the steam locomotive a start clouds disappeared under the dring of
tor-.-ard a magnificent development the cannon, and a mild fall of rsin
which has only just been overtaken and soft snow succeeded. These facts
by its rival.
are undeniable." While these results
When Stevenson built his engine his were accomplished by cannon firing
power (steam) was readily available. the statement is vouched fer that "the
Its capacities were understoond and commune not defended by cannon sufits production was comparatively fered enormously."
easy. His locomotive was invented
Apparently the efficacy: of the canwhen the power was ripe for it. Da- non is in proportion to the violence of
venport, on the other hand, was far the storm, for it is conceded that a
ahead of his time and died without no- certain great hurricane in July of 1904
tice or reward. His memory has been caused incalculable damage m twenunhonored up to this day, but the de- ty-rme communes and that the -usual
velopment of his idea made seventy- six or eight' cannon in a commune
five miles an hour two weeks ago. were powerless before the force of it
His locomotive was invented when his At the outset some effect was nopower (electricity) was little under- ticed after- the firing, softer hailstones
.tood and was obtainable only from and less thunder and lightning, but as
a few small battery cells, useful ,ole- the storm increased the firing had no
ly for laboratory experiments. No influence. However, taking the year
method of obtaining electrical energy. through, we get two such constrasting
force, or power from any source but reports as these: "In the country
these batteries was thought of until known as Abresle there were but 'few
thirty years later.
cannon in use and the destruction

trict traction and electric power for
sent
all mechanical purposes.
are
size
of
any
Few expeditions
When the dynamo was first introout without an experienced geologist,
who is usually provided with maps duced only one-half of its capabilities
and other data giving the best infor- were understood. The inventor had

mation available regarding the region
to be explored.
Besides the geologist, the services
of an expert chemist are also of great
importance and a laboratory in miniature is contained in the packs carried by the animals. So complete is

HAI L-CLOUv.

LOCOMOTlVEI

of Germany built at the Berlin Exhibition an electric railway about onethird of a mile in length with a locomotive drawing three cars carrying
twenty people. This. was the first
practical motor ever shown. It was
followed the next year by another
from the same works, which was put
in operation at the Zankerode mines.
This was the first electric locomotive
in the history of the world to "earn its
own living." Still, a year later, the
same firm equipped a railroad from
Berlin to Lichtenfelde, a distance of
one and a half miles. This was the
first electric railway for public service and it was an operative financial success from the start.
And then the world awoke to the
possibilities of the new system'.
Very few engineers are bold enough
to say that they know the limitations
of the electric current; very many admit their own limitations as to the
control of the giant. The question
as to Its availability for locomotive
power is settled. No steam locomotive
has ever been built to develop three
thousand horsepower. The questions
of conducting the current over long
distance trunk lines and the economy
of operation are yet to be settled.

Slaughter of Squirrels In Scotland.
The slaughter of 3,988 squirrels by
the Ross-shire Squirrel Club during
the past year is part of the war that
has long been waged in various parts
of Scotland. At one time the squirrel

bade fair to become extinct in that
country, but the afforestation of the
latter part of the eighteenth century
saved it, and helped it to develop to
the proportions of a plague. The
squirrel has a passion for the young
shoots of trees, and its nibbling is
apt to stunt the tree's growth, fir buds
and bark suffering particularly. .And
so hearts are hardened against the
squirrel, in spite of Its pretty ways
and name-which, literally, means
"little shady tail," being a diminutive
of the Latin "sciurus," which is simThe Greeks
ply Greek Latinized.
called the squirrel "shady tail" just as
they called the cat "wavy tail"-ailouros.-New York Globe.

Devils Were Plentiful.
In ancient and mediaeval times It
was supposed that devils were countless in number. According to a writer
the Talmudists used to assert that
there were 7,405,926 devils. One old
authority on the subject affirmed that
every human being has 1,000 devils
on his right hand and 10,000 on his
left.
Does Much Good.

Miss Helen Gculd,-with the intelli
gent aseistance of M4in L zzie Alt man.
annualv disburses 8500, 000 In charity.
Probably Miss Gould supports directly
and indirec ily more charities than
any person living. While it does not
mean that she gives a way such sums
as are recorded of the Rockefeller and
Carnegie charities, on the bess authority her donations annualy ret c'1 500
or inore' beneficiaries. Miss Altman
Is a Vassar graduate and first met her
present employer some seyen years
ago, when Miss Gould 'was visiting the
college. Since then she has been an
active agent in giving away nearly $4,-

00000.0

'THE e-.y of Washington, the capital of the United States. has a colored
population of ninet) thousand, more
than any other city In the world, and
New York city follows with seventy
thousand, and Chicago third with

thirty-five thcusand.

URIN~G the Civil War many peopiehired men to light in the war in
their stead. Some are now asking the
pension commissioner to pay them
the money they spent for this purone. They wil get nothing.

nns

from bail was widespread and dhsstrous." "The, great Beaujolais winegrowing district fairly bristled with
cennon, and while there were many
storms the losses from ba'l aod wind
and rain we-e infinit.asiunal.
The National Government is suffi-

ciently interested to supply the power
to the wine growers at cost; and the

Bureau of Agriculture concedes that
those districts buying least powder

report greatest damage. But even
while the'farmers are organizing this

winter to carry on a more general
campaign in the coming season, the
secretary of the Bureau of Agriculture
says the Government is not yet ready
to agree that it is fully established
that the cannon firing does protect
the vineyards from hail.
Cannon firing to- cause rain has
been made the subject of more or less
experimentation in- this country, with
so slight results that the subject is
rarely heard mentioned in these- days-,
But if the farmers of France havekept at their firing to disperse stormsfor five years and still have-such faith
in its effcacy that they put more can-non into use each year, it is fairenough to say that the experiments.
are worth pursuing.--New Bedford-Standard.--

Sunday Overeating.
If it is desired to begin the week
refreshed and ready for labor, rested
in mind and body, the eating customs
of Sunday will have to be re-adjusted.
Have a later breakfast, if desired, but
have then a very light one, even If
you are hungry. Or -if it must be
hearty, then do not upset your digestive habits any more than may be
avoided and have but .two meals onthat day, and eat no other. It would
be far better to have three light mealslighter than -usual, if that can be arranged to fit with the other household
arrangements. The custom of noon
dinner on that day arises from the
usual absence of cook or m~aid at the
later one ,and this may be unavoidable. Very well, then; treat this as a
rest day for cook and digestive apparatus as well as from other labors;
have a light breakfast, a light dinrner,
and a chafing-dish supper as near the
ordinary hours of meals as possible,
and remember as you are going totake less exercise than usual yoma demand a lesser amount of more easily
digested food.--Good Housekeeping.
Our Growing Cuban Trade.
Figures of the trade of the United
States with Cuba under the reciprocity treaty are published by -the Department of Commerce and Iabor
through its Bureau of Statistics.
The figures of the United States
government showing its total imports
form and exports to each country
of the world show that the imports

from Cuba in the calendar year 1904
under the reciprocity treaty were
$74,950,992 in value, against $57,228,291 in 1903. 'This Indicates an increase of practically $18,000,000, or 31per cent.
Turning to the export side, the
figures of the United States government show total exports to Cuba In
the calendar year 1904 valued at $32,644,345. against $23,504~,417 In 1903, an
increase of S9,139,928, or 38.9 per
cent-an increase of practically 40
per cent.-Harper's Weekly.

Some of the German health Insurcompanies have found it a paying investment to establish sanatorla
for the care of their consumptive polIcy holders. ___
ance

Ship and Crew Lout.
It is believed that the steel steamer Ira H. Owen has been wrecked and.
that its crewr of 19 men are drowned.
The ship was last seen cn Tuesday 40
miles from Outer Island in Lake Superior. The Chicago owners have
given up all hope of the vessel. The
Owen's captain was J'os. Mulligan of
Buffalo.
A. E. MXIos a newspaper manager
of Detroit, says: "The true barome-'er of business is the ccuntry editor.
When he is prosperous every body
else must be. The country editor is
the last to get his dues; This year
he Is doing a good business, which
means that the E n'ire country Is unusually prosperous."

"I

d-o

not believe in

sandiwiching'

courtship with religion," said the secretary of the Y. M. 0. A. In New
York recently. "'No man can hold a
hymn book with a charming young
woman ani pay attention to what the

minister is saying." He advocates

